
For complete trailer and load security  
GUARANTEED PROTECTION AGAINST THEFT AND POTENTIAL STOWAWAYS!



Trailerlock is a remarkably simple system which 
anchors the door-locking handle to the frame 
of the trailer so that it is impossible to gain 
access without using the pocket-sized security 
wrench. A quick turn on one security bolt and 
the Trailerlock slides off the door handle.

The tamper-proof system consists of a steel 
case, an anchoring bolt, a security bolt (like 
a car wheel security nut) and a small socket 
spanner. 

WHY FIT TRAILERLOCK?
Only the driver or operator can open the doors
Simple operation – Quick locking and release
Total security for unattended vehicles
Fast and easy to install
High strength and tamper-proof

GUARANTEED PROTECTION 
AGAINST THEFT AND 
POTENTIAL STOWAWAYS!

Why Trailerlock?



STEP  2

STEP  1

Place the lock body over the door handle  
and mark the location of the fixing bolt  
on the trailer frame. 

STEP  3

Place the fastening bolt through the frame,  
on the right side of the handle.

STEP 5

Fix the locking nut through the bigger hole of the 
lock’s body onto the fixing bolt. For easier fixing,  
first place the locking nut into the wrench socket.  
The lock is now in the working position!

Drill a hole with a 8.5-9 mm metal drill bit.  
For easier drilling it is better to drill a 3 mm 
hole first. 

 
How To Install Trailerlock

Some semi-trailer frames may have pre-drilled holes. If so, skip steps 1 and 2.  
If there are no holes in the frame, follow each step.

Place the body of the lock onto the handle so  
that the fixing bolt goes through the smaller  
hole in the lock’s body. 

STEP 4

FOR COMPLETE TRAILER  
AND LOAD SECURITY 
CALL TODAY!
01934 712701 or 01326 340502   
www.trailerlock.uk.com

The Fridgelock is even easier to use:  
Simply hook each side over the locking rods, adjust and lock!




